TM

designer furniture

Transform the office environment
Modern office environments call for stylish design in every aspect of
their specification and our Social Spaces range offers all the good
looks and aesthetic choices to satisfy the latest trends and the most
enduring designs.
Social Spaces is a range of innovative, contemporary design-led
products for corporate breakout spaces, open plan offices, reception
areas, meeting rooms and dining areas.

ALBAN

Low

High

AVALON

Swivel chair

ENCORE2 - LOW

Soft
Seating

Metal frame

Wooden frame

ENCORE2 - HIGH

Modern office environments call for stylish design in every aspect of their specification and our
Social Spaces portfolio offers all the good looks and aesthetic choices to satisfy the latest trends
and the most enduring designs. An extensive range of fabrics and finishes can add style, colour and
interest to any office space by creating a relaxed and unique, fully co-ordinated look, perfect for
social spaces, working hot spots or for use in a reception area where visitors can rest in comfort.
Metal frame

Wooden frame

Top

FIGARO - MEDIUM

Wooden base

4 Star base

Spiral base

Foot stool

4 Star base

Spiral base

Table

FIGARO - HIGH

Wooden base

TILLY - LOW

Soft
Seating

1 Seater

2 Seater

TILLY - HIGH

Modern office environments call for stylish design in every aspect of their specification and our
Social Spaces portfolio offers all the good looks and aesthetic choices to satisfy the latest trends
and the most enduring designs. An extensive range of fabrics and finishes can add style, colour and
interest to any office space by creating a relaxed and unique, fully co-ordinated look, perfect for
social spaces, working hot spots or for use in a reception area where visitors can rest in comfort.
1 Seater

2 Seater

GROOVE

Bubble

Square

Shade

Conical leg

4 Star base

Brick

JOSS

Pyramid base

Sled frame

JUDE

Soft
Seating

Pyramid base

4 Star base

Sled frame

JUNA

Modern office environments call for stylish design in every aspect of their specification and our
Social Spaces portfolio offers all the good looks and aesthetic choices to satisfy the latest trends
and the most enduring designs. An extensive range of fabrics and finishes can add style, colour and
interest to any office space by creating a relaxed and unique, fully co-ordinated look, perfect for
social spaces, working hot spots or for use in a reception area where visitors can rest in comfort.
4 Star base - Low

Wooden leg - Low

4 Star base - High

Wooden leg - High

LYRIC

Metal legs

Wooden feet

OSLO

Sofa

SHOUT

Soft
Seating

4 Star base

Oak back

OTIS

Modern office environments call for stylish design in every aspect of their specification and our
Social Spaces portfolio offers all the good looks and aesthetic choices to satisfy the latest trends
and the most enduring designs. An extensive range of fabrics and finishes can add style, colour and
interest to any office space by creating a relaxed and unique, fully co-ordinated look, perfect for
social spaces, working hot spots or for use in a reception area where visitors can rest in comfort.
Lounge chair

Coffee table

Sled frame

Oak back

ENCORE2 LOW

Straight

Concave

Convex

With arms

Power module

Convex

With arms

Power module

ENCORE2 HIGH

Straight

Concave

LYRIC

Modular
Seating

No arms

Corner

With arms

NERA

Multi-functional, modular seating offers a completely flexible solution for any breakout
area by creating a bespoke piece of furniture that can easily be re-sized to suit any office
space. The simple, smart components of modular seating ranges can be used individually or
arranged in a variety of dynamic configurations, making them ideal for employees and small
groups to relax or meet informally.
Bench

With back

With arms

Corner unit

Power unit

ALBAN POD

Meeting booth

ENCORE2 POD

Metal frame

ENCORE2 OPEN POD

Wooden frame

Metal frame

PRIVA POD

Meeting
Pods

Rectangular

Hexagonal

Roof

TILLY POD

Meeting pods are specifically designed to address modern working practices by offering
that essential private area in any busy work place to accommodate working groups with
exceptional comfort and practicality. High backs offer a private place for employees to sit and
relax, or for teams to meet in seclusion. With optional tables and power supply, meeting pods
are perfect for open space environments in offices.
Low back

High back

Wooden frame

SILEN SPACE 1

Telephone booth

SILEN SPACE 4

SILEN SPACE 2

Quiet study

SILEN SPACE 6

Acoustic
Hubs

Privacy can be difficult to find in a modern, open plan office. From the smallest hub, which is like a
telephone booth and adequate for one person, to the largest which can accommodate groups, our
acoustic hubs can be adapted and customised to fit your own office requirements, creating multiple
working zones in one place. The ability to create a mix of diverse workspaces and areas means that a
business can create balance for its workers, thereby optimising their potential productivity and output.

Informal chat

Meeting space

CREW WORKTABLES

Dining

Large dining

Poseur

Large poseur

Low worktable

Poseur worktable

Acoustic screen

Planter box

ENABLE

Flexible
Worktables

Single table

Double table

Triple table

OTTO

Inclusive office design is about accommodating choice, flexibility and practicality – a work
environment that benefits everyone. Worktables are a modern office trend based on a
multi-purpose table system that can be customised for a variety of uses and environments.
Worktables offer companies one way to reconfigure their workspaces with a focus on
collaborative spaces while offering unassigned individual workstations.
Dining

Poseur

Bench

Upholstered bench

SAXON WORKTABLES

Dining

Worktable - Low

Poseur

Stool

Worktable - High

SLAB

Flexible
Worktables

Inclusive office design is about accommodating choice, flexibility and practicality – a work
environment that benefits everyone. Worktables are a modern office trend based on a
multi-purpose table system that can be customised for a variety of uses and environments.
Worktables offer companies one way to reconfigure their workspaces with a focus on
collaborative spaces while offering unassigned individual workstations.

Dining

Poseur

Bench

Upholstered bench

Hanging screen

Bench

Planter box

BRESCIA

Coffee

Dining

Poseur

Coffee

Dining

Poseur

Dining

Poseur

EROS

Dining
Tables

Dining tables bring people together, inspiring conversation and collaboration. Whether it’s
to grab a bite to eat or engage in lively conversation, the range of dining tables are perfect
for cafes, lounges, canteens - anywhere people gather. The extremely versatile and very
adaptable tables offer users a comfortable dining position for eating or alternatively for some
time away from your desk working.

MONZA

Coffee

BUDDY

Shield

Straight

ENCORE2

Metal frame

Wooden frame

NERA

Designer
Tables

Straight

SAXON

Corner

FIGARO

It’s a marriage of materials that harmoniously combine with simple shapes for beautifully
designed, sophisticated tables that produce a stylish focal point for any breakout space. The
extremely versatile and very adaptable tables offer users a comfortable working position for
using modern technology devices when sitting in a sofa or lounge chair, in addition to sleek,
modern laptop tables which are both practical and versatile.
Circular

Circular

FLUX - SINGLE

2 High

3 High

4 High

5 High

3 High

4 High

5 High

FLUX - DOUBLE

2 High

FLUX - ACCESSORIES

Modular
Shelving

Linking bracket

Internal shelf

Top shelf

Cubbies

Cubby shelf

Planter

The Flux modular shelving system epitomises the future of adaptable, modern design. Flux
has a capacitor for an infinite number of layout options and shapes to help create work zones
in any space to promote privacy or transparency as needed. The crisp, clean aesthetic of the
black frame allows you to break up the workplace landscape while bringing together a wide
range of complementary components and products – and, never compromising on design.

RECTANGLES

Study

Rectangle

Large rectangle

Hexagon

Large hexagon

ANGLES

Priva
Workstations

The loss of private space and an inability to concentrate in an open plan work area has
inspired the design of the Priva angles workstations which can be configured to specific
needs and support individual work zones. The rich repertoire of geometric shapes can be
positioned to suit defined spaces, allowing individuals to concentrate and complete focused
tasks in a private space within the workplace environment.

Study

PIANO TILES

Square

Rectangle

Hexagon

Triangle

PIANO KEYS

Room divider

Piano
Acoustics

Acoustics are essential in making our surroundings enjoyable by minimising noise, controlling
reverberations and general improving the quality of the acoustic environment. Piano
Acoustics provide open plan offices and breakout spaces with multiple levels of acoustic
absorption which are not only colourful and modern additions to the office aesthetics, but
are also pertinent to the task at hand in each area.

PIANO SCALES

Lattice

Sun

Echo

PIANO SOLO

Phone booth

PIANO CHORDS

Bygone

Piano
Acoustics

Acoustics are essential in making our surroundings enjoyable by minimising noise, controlling
reverberations and general improving the quality of the acoustic environment. Piano
Acoustics provide open plan offices and breakout spaces with multiple levels of acoustic
absorption which are not only colourful and modern additions to the office aesthetics, but
are also pertinent to the task at hand in each area.

PIANO FORTE

Acoustic screen

Ebony

Reflection

Shatter

Union

